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Who is the Game Master?



The purpose of a Game Master is to facilitate 
the environment and story of a role-playing 
game.  The same techniques that make a 
GM effective can be used for any role-
playing game.

GM Purpose



Creative
Time Manager
Fair
Empathetic
Responsive

A GM must be...



-the player’s enemy
-choosing plot lines and characters that 
player’s don’t like
-choosing a game style that player’s don’t 
like

A GM should not be...



Deep Immersion Story-telling (no dice rolls)
^
^
Balance
^
^
Mechanics-based “Roll-playing” (all dice rolls)

Game Styles



A GM needs to prepare:
1) Where - a setting
2) Who - some basic NPCs
3) What - some foes/monsters to oppose and a basic 

overarching story goal to accomplish that
4) How - basic checks, what’s reasonable?, a series of 

encounters
A GM does not need to (nor should they) prepare every 
detail!

Setting Up a Basic Game



Use detailed description to help the setting 
come alive!

Inject enough detail to make it feel “realistic”.

Where can players go?  Towns?  Cities?  
Ruins?  Dungeons?  Map them!

Where - setting
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-Play acting is a great way to engage 
characters in a story.

-Voices, pantomime, humor

Where setting - play acting



New players need competent allies

Usually means an NPC ally/guide of slightly 
higher level than the characters

Who inhabits the town/city/area where they 
start? Stats not needed. Motivations!  

Who - some basic NPCs



Mayor - Devon Nafrees
Alignment-Neutral good
Motivation-Devon is not interested in politics 
or advancement.  He is comfortable in his 
current position and does not want to bring 
any of the political drama of the region to 
Frostmore.  He is suspicious of outsiders.

NPC example



Anyone the player’s are likely to seek out:

-Mayor, Guild leaders, Temple leaders, shop 
owners, blacksmith, tavern owner, grocer, 
cobbler, fletcher, use your imagination!  Who 
lives there?

Who to include?



Enhance setting with character backstories 
that they write themselves.
-Paragraph to a novel in length
-Use key elements of backstories to make 
the world come alive for the players and be 
“familiar” to them.

Character backstories



Stat blocks for monsters/NPCs that the 
players are LIKELY to fight.

No stat blocks needed for weak monsters or 
any fight that can be very simply tracked.

What?



Story

-What is the overarching goal of the player 
group?

-Please use inclusive stories - no “evil” 
games.

What



Story Examples
-Oppose an evil warlords
-Search for knowledge
-Key to the past
-Explorer
-Political intrique

What



-If a player asks to do something, ask two 
questions: 
1) Is it reasonable?  Which skill would it fall 
under?

2) Is it heroic?  Avoid being a “can’t” GM.  They 
CAN!

3) Set a difficulty level and have them roll!
4) 5=Super easy 10=Easy 15=Average 20=Hard

How?



Encounters - challenges that players must 
overcome
-Role-playing based (convince a guard, 
gather info, bluff someone)

-Combat-based (defeat enemies, protect 
someone, get an object, navigate a trap)

How?



-The average session will have 2-4 encounters, with a 
combination of role-playing and combat that makes 
sense for the current state of the story.
-Some players like one type more than another so 
variety is usually best!
-Every character should have something to “accomplish” 
by what they like to do.
-Consider the capability of the PCs to heal between 
encounters.

How?



-Talk to townspeople about a threat from the 
forest (gathering information, getting allies)
-Attacked on the road to the forest
-Navigate the maze of the forest (avoid traps)
-Final encounter with monster

An example game - combat heavy



-PCs attacked in the night and an important NPC (or 
PC!) is poisoned with an unknown poison. ( short 
combat) Assailant escapes.
-One group splits up to look for attacker and her 
motivations (gather information/political intrigue)
-One group searches for an antidote (fetch quest/class 
theme)
-Deeper plot uncovered and expanded - race to stop 
attacker from striking again.

An example game - role-playing focus



-Create situations in which players can do 
things that are unique to their backstory or 
character class.
-Consider side stories that only the GM and 
one or two players know about!

Developing backstories



-In view:  Increases “believability” and sense 
of challenge for some players.
-Out of view:  GM can flub rolls that would be 
detrimental and stupid to the story.
-Example:  Your character is about to 
confront the necromancer, but trips on a rock 
and dies.  DUMB.

Where to roll dice as GM?



-Many players get really attached to their characters.
-Warn players that their character could die if they 
attempt reckless actions.
-Reserve death for ends of games or dramatic moments.
-Games are almost always better with “near misses” 
than deaths.
-Be creative with how characters might survive.
-Rolling behind a screen helps the GM prevent random 
stupid character deaths that could be prevented.

Character death



-Find a balance between too much and too 
little treasure. (Look at costs of items)
-High magic or low magic world?
-Experience points:  Start faster, then slow 
down.
-Move through levels 1-4?

Character Rewards



-Phrasing:  “What do I need to know about 
what your character is doing?
-Split big battles/groups into small chunks 
(teams each trying to accomplish different 
tasks)
-Ask people what their characters are doing 
when they look bored.

Tips and Tricks



-Consider reward system for great role-playing
-Inspiration
-“Benny” from Savage Worlds?
-Extra XP?
-Action cards?
-Take NOTES!  If you create an NPC off the top of your 
head you may want to refer back to them later!

Tips and Tricks


